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How to
Read
a Cable

CLASSIFICATION: SECRET

Classification is determined by the originator of the message for
a specific period of time. This message was originally marked
SECRET. Other categories include SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED
(SBU), CONFIDENTIAL, and TOP SECRET.
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FACT

The greatest cable ever written was
George Kennan’s Long Telegram, sent
from the Moscow embassy in 1946.

0 031604Z MAY 00

Known as the cable’s date-time group (DTG), this is the standard date
and time format recording when the document was created. The DTG
uses Zulu time (GMT)—as indicated by the Z—followed by the month
and two-digit year.
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NODIS

Captions indicate distribution restrictions placed on a document. NODIS
means “no distribution” and is reserved generally for first-person
messages from ambassadors to the secretary of state. Other captions
include NOFORN (should not be shared with foreign entities, even if
unclassified) and EXDIS (exclusive distribution to those with a specific
need to know).

What Is a Cable?
Diplomatic cables are the official communications between embassies and consulates
abroad and the Department of State. They
memorialize the conduct of foreign policy;
they contain démarche instructions to
posts, negotiation guidelines, memoranda of
conversations, and policy recommendations;
and they report on local events, providing a
constant stream of information about what’s
happening around the world. Cables often
include a “comment” with analysis and policy recommendations from embassy officers.

CABLE DISTRIBUTION LIST/TAGS

Distribution is generally based on an automated electronic system
referred to as TAGS (Traffic Analysis by Geography and Subject) per
guidelines and definitions contained in the Foreign Affairs Manual.

What’s Happening Here?
This cable from 3 May 2000 details a
meeting between US ambassador to
Jordan William Burns and King Abdullah
bin Al-Hussein II of Jordan regarding
a potential bilateral free trade agreement (FTA) between Jordan and the US.
Having become king of Jordan after his
father’s death in February 1999, Abdullah
II focused on building Jordan’s economy
following years of excessive debt. Jordan
became a member of the World Trade
Organization in April 2000, but King
Abdullah II wanted further integration
into the global economy.
After negotiations between Amman
and Washington and ratification by the
US Senate, the US-Jordan FTA entered
into force in December 2001. It was the
first US FTA with an Arab state and the
fourth such agreement at that time.
According to Burns in his memoir, The
Back Channel, Jordanian exports to the
US increased from $9 million in 1998 to
more than $1 billion by 2003 thanks to
the agreement and this quiet diplomatic
and legislative success.
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“Cable writing is thoughtful and
reflective—a cross between
reporting and essay writing.
Cables provide context.”
—MARY THOMPSON-JONES, TO THE SECRETARY:
LEAKED EMBASSY CABLES AND AMERICA’S
FOREIGN POLICY DISCONNECT

DIPLOMATIC DOCUMENTS

!

aide-mémoire: An informal note of a conversation that serves merely to
help with memory recall.
démarche: A formal diplomatic take on a government’s official position on a given subject written to another government or international
organization.
memorandum: A written statement on any subject, generally routine,
from one organization to another.
non-paper: A paper—despite the name—that summarizes a démarche
or other verbal presentation to a foreign government. See aide-mémoire.
opinion piece: An article that articulates specific US government
policies and views written for foreign media outlets.
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